
Abstract

The use of mobile telephony, along with the widespread
of smartphones in the consumer market, is gradually dis-
placing traditional telephony. Fixed-line telephone con-
ference calls have been widely employed for carrying out
distributed meetings around the world in the last deca-
des. However, the powerful characteristics brought by
modern mobile devices and data networks allow for new
conferencing schemes based on immersive communica-
tion, one the fields having major commercial and techni-
cal interest within the telecommunications industry today.
In this context, adding spatial audio features into con-
ventional conferencing systems is a natural way of crea-
ting a realistic communication environment. In fact, the
human auditory system takes advantage of spatial audio
cues to locate, separate and understand multiple spea-
kers when they talk simultaneously. As a result, speech
intelligibility is significantly improved if the speakers are
simulated to be spatially distributed. This paper describes
the development of a new immersive multi-party confe-
rence call service for mobile devices (smartphones and
tablets) that substantially improves the identification and
intelligibility of the participants. Headphone-based audio
reproduction and binaural sound processing algorithms
allow the user to locate the different speakers within a
virtual meeting room. Moreover, the use of a large touch
screen helps the user to identify and remember the par-
ticipants taking part in the conference, with the possibi-
lity of changing their spatial location in an interactive
way. 

Keywords: Audio conferencing, multi-party conference,
mobile device, smartphone, tablet, spatial audio, touch
use interface.

1. Introduction

Mobile telephony has become nowadays the most im-
portant way of remote communication, displacing fixed
telephony and other media. In addition, the new gene-
ration of smart mobile devices is bringing new commu-
nication schemes to their users, with new applications
in videoconferencing, instant messaging, social net-
works, etc.

Multi-party conference services play also an important
role in social interaction, providing unquestionable ad-
vantages today. These are really useful, especially within
a business scope, since they help to save a lot of time and
travel expenses [1,2]. This is the main reason why, for a
long time now, companies have been using these services
through the landline telephone network. Likewise, a mo-
bile device can also use these conference call services pro-
vided by operators as fixed telephony do [3]. The first and
most obvious advantage is that mobile business users ac-
quire mobility: they are not forced to stay in their offices.
In this way, with an appropriate access system and rates,
the service may be attractive to home (non-business)
users that could make audio meetings with friends and
family from anywhere.

In addition, today mobile devices have many more fea-
tures than fixed-telephony terminals, which have been
relegated almost to pure voice communications. The idea
of exploiting the capabilities of new mobile devices to
make more realistic multi-party conference calls is cu-
rrently the other important advantage that takes a strong
commercial interest. One such improvement is related to
the incorporation of spatial audio into the conference
[3,4,5].
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This paper describes the development of a new multi-
party conference call system with spatial audio and a
touch GUI for mobile devices (iPhone, iPad and Android
phones). As discussed below, the most interesting part
of the project is the use of spatial sound (by means of bi-
naural processing) in the conference. In addition, a novel
graphical and touch interface that enhances the usability
of the system has been designed, developed and tested. 

The system allows a group of users to establish a confe-
rence simply by using their mobile stereo headset (al-
though the sound goes beyond the traditional stereo
panning). The users will listen to the other parties as part
of a sound scene where each participant is located at a
different spatial position. The position of the participants
can be chosen by means of the mobile touch screen.

Several advantages are obtained by using the above fea-
tures:

- The user immediately associates a spatial position
with a person. This helps the user to identify who is
speaking, even if the voices of the other participants
are not previously.
- It increases the sense of presence. The conversation
is more realistic and provides a feeling of being in a
face to face meeting.
-  It improves intelligibility when several people are
speaking at once. It is much easier to understand the
partners in the moments they interrupt each other or
speak simultaneously because their voices come from
well-defined spatial directions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 exposes the intelligibility and identification problems
in conferences and the existing multi-party conference so-
lutions. Section 3 outlines the requirements and technical
limitations we face in this work. Section 4 describes the
signal preprocessing and voice compressión applied in the
system. Section 5 exposes the binaural techniques applied
for the audio spatialization. Section 6 explains the trans-
mission protocols designed for this service. Section 7 des-
cribes the implementation details both for the server and
the mobile devices. Finally, Section 8 presents the conclu-
sions of this work.

2. Background

Multiple studies have analyzed the most common diffi-
culties when users take part in multi-party conference
services [6]. The most frequent ones are the inability to
understand what the other participants are saying
(usually because of the poor audio quality, the back-
ground noise and/or several people talking at the same
time) and the difficulty to identify who is speaking (so-
metimes even not knowing who is in the meeting).

2.1. Intelligibility and Cocktail Party Effect
The problems derived from traditional conference
systems are usually caused by the monophonic nature of
these services. In other words, current systems mix all the
voices into a single audio signal that is reproduced by a
unique loudspeaker in each terminal. This not only makes
the conference less realistic but often hinders the intelli-
gibility during the conversation when more than one per-
son is speaking at a time because the voices are simply
overlapped. In addition, there is the problem to distin-
guish who is actually speaking when several participants
join the meeting, especially when their voices are not
known beforehand (a very common situation in business
meetings).

Moreover, there is evidence that the human auditory
system, which is binaural by nature, has a special ability
to locate sources in the sound scene by combining the
signals from both ears. In addition, it also has the ability
to separate and understand each person when they
speak at the same time or they interrupt each other. This
capability is called the Cocktail Party Effect and helps to
improve aspects as intelligibility, immunity to interference
and speech understanding [7]. A classic example of this
ability happens when we are in a noisy room full of peo-
ple, we can still hear and understand the person we are
talking to, while ignoring other conversations and back-
ground noise (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The human auditory system is capable of un-
derstanding speech in adverse acoustic situations (like in
a Cocktail Party).

The fact that today most mobile devices have a stereo
audio output (with headphones) and processing power
to work with digital audio algorithms, gives us the
chance to improve multi-party conference services. On
one hand it is possible to increase the audio quality using
wideband speech coding and denoising algorithms. On
the other hand we can incorporate spatial sound to ex-
ploit our natural abilities (which are based primarily on a
binaural effect) to focus our listening in one direction [8],
as will be explained in Section 5.
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The users will listen to the other parties as part of a
sound scene where each participant is located at a diffe-
rent spatial position.



2.2. Identification and visual cues
While audio cues are the most important ones in order
to determine who is talking in an audio conference, visual
cues can also be used for identifying and remembering
who is participating in a conference [4]. In a face-to-face
meeting, we can see who is in the room and notice when
they start speaking, but in a traditional multi-party audio
conference we don’t have any visual information about
the rest of participants, making more difficult to have a
sense of presence. 

Today, smartphones and tablets have large touch screens
that can be used to provide the user with visual informa-
tion about the people involved in a conference. The way
we interact with the participants in a conference can also
be increased by means of the touch capabilities of the
new mobile devices.

2.3. Existing multi-party mobile conference com-
mercial solutions
Currently, there are several commercial solutions to esta-
blish a multi-party conference through mobile devices (as
well as through fixed telephony). The simplest solutions
are usually free, while the rest charge subscribers through
premium-rate services that are widely used at enterprise
level. These services are offered by telephone operators,
websites or mobile applications like Skype.

Technically, some commercial services work with VoIP
techniques while others can also connect via GSM or
fixed telephony. Regarding sound quality, many of them
have poor voice quality, similar to traditional voice servi-
ces. This means that the voice is sampled at 8 kHz. Only
a few commercial solutions based on VoIP improve the
quality up to 16 kHz. What all of them have in common
is that they do not perform any 3D sound spatialization,
i.e. they use mono sound.

Sound spatialization techniques in calls with more than
two speakers are also being considered by other compa-
nies and research institutes. The mobile operator Docomo
has worked in the integration of the sound signals of se-
veral speakers into a single stream to transmit it to mobile
phones for multi-party conference calls, tele-education
and online games [9]. The MPEG SAOC (Spatial Audio
Object Coding) working group at Fraunhofer IIS [10] is
focused on efficient coding techniques that allow for the
manipulation of independent sound objects. However, to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is not currently
any commercial product or service using Docomo’s de-
velopments or MPEG SAOC.

3. Requirements and technical 
limitations

The evolution of mobile phones in terms of computing
power and enhanced features have allowed for the de-
velopment of advanced signal processing applications
oriented to the improvement of the user experience.

Touch screens, cameras and velocity sensors, together
with the advances in mobile data networks, provide the
user with a powerful device capable of implementing ad-
vanced VoIP services within a mobile immersive commu-
nication framework. 

3.1 User experience
The key of the user experience is intended to be on its
interface. Despite being very simple (using the touch ca-
pabilities of the screen), it provides a great sense of rea-
lism as a result of the improved voice quality (better than
traditional telephone calls) and 3D audio features.

Once the user logs into the service with his name and pass-
word, the list of contacts and their availability will show
up. If they are online and have an available state, the user
can ask them to start a conversation in his/her own virtual
room or in the other’s one. In case they were already active
in another conversation, the user can ask to join the virtual
room.

During the conversation, the user sees the avatars of the
participants in a virtual room. The different speakers can
be dragged with the finger to place them in different po-
sitions, as seen in Fig. 2. The user will then listen through
the headphones the voices from the participants as if
they were coming from the location showed in the
screen. The avatars will carry their coresponding partici-
pant name and will shine whenever they speak. This way,
identifying each participant becomes very easy, even if it
is the first time they hear their voices.

Figure 2. Sketch of a touch GUI for a multi-party con-
ference.

3.2. Technical considerations and limitations
Connectivity and bandwidth

Currently, mobile phone calls use the concept of circuit
switching. This technology is based on specific standard
protocols and mobile phone implementations which are
not ready to add more complex voice services like the one
presented here.
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The position of the participants can be chosen by means
of the mobile touch screen.



Given the difficulty of using switching circuit communi-
cation for our purposes, it is needed to transmit the voice
using the data transmission capabilities of IP networks
(known as VoIP), via 3G mobile networks or Wi-Fi access
points. Therefore, we are required to minimize the use of
bandwidth, not only because of the mobile data connec-
tion costs, but also to maintain a high audio quality even
in conditions of low network coverage.

Server and mobile devices capabilities

Unlike traditional one to one phone calls, in a multi-party
conference each terminal has to receive the signal from se-
veral participants. Multicast transmission is not used because
of the problems dealing with complex network configura-
tions. Moreover, in order to use a low bandwidth, peer-to-
peer connections between terminals must be discarded if
we don’t want to saturate the upstream channel (which is
often the most limited channel in a mobile connection).

Thus, to make a more efficient use of the available band-
width, it is necessary to include a server that picks up a
single voice signal from each terminal and distributes it
to the rest of participants. The server audio streams ma-
nagement must be optimized to ensure a low CPU usage.
This is important to enable future server scalability to
thousands of users.

Concerning mobile devices, designing signal processing
techniques and algorithms that can be executed in real
time is not the only big issue. Battery consumption should
be minimized where possible, involving several factors.
Some of them, like display usage and audio output, are
inevitable. However, CPU usage and the amount of trans-
mitted data should be reduced to save battery life.

Speech quality

It has already been highlighted the importance of imple-
menting signal processing algorithms with low compu-
tational cost and light data flows. But it should not be
forgotten that the original purpose of this service is to
improve the speech quality in a conference. Therefore,
there are some points to consider:

- Firstly, we cannot use 8 kHz sampled voice signals
as in traditional calls. It is essential to use at least 16
kHz sampled signals in order to preserve a natural
speech quality. 
- Although it is needed to apply strong audio com-
pression before transmitting the data, the encoder
must be specifically oriented to speech in order to
maintain the highest possible quality.
- When several speakers are talking, the accumulated
ambient noise becomes a major problem and it is in-
dispensable to use noise reduction techniques.
- Finally, we want the user to have a real presence fe-
eling in the virtual room, enabling the use of natural
directional listening abilities. Thus, we need high per-
formance sound spatialization algorithms.

4. Signal preprocessing and voice
compression

The speech processing stage is based on two technolo-
gies: high-quality voice codecs and binaural audio spa-
tialization. This section describes the processing methods
(voice compression, noise reduction and voice activity de-
tection) used to allow for an optimal transmission of the
voice streams over IP.

First, noise reduction is applied to the signal captured by
the microphone. This not only increases intelligibility when
several speech signals are mixed, but also improves the
subsequent voice codec performance. It is not needed to
apply echo cancellation, since this service is not going to
be used in hands-free mode, only with a stereo headset.
Therefore, an expensive part of processing can be saved.

In the next step, a voice activity detector (VAD) is applied.
The speech probability in each frame is calculated and a
hysteresis thresholding for that value is configured to de-
cide if the frame contains speech or not. Thus, only spe-
ech frames will be processed and sent. On the one hand,
this reduces the CPU usage of both the transmitter
(which will not need to compress the frame) and the re-
ceiver (which will not need to decode and spatialize the
audio). On the other hand, it reduces the bandwidth re-
quired to distribute each signal between all terminals.
These benefits become more important when there are
a high number of participants, since the speech probabi-
lity per person decreases when more people are involved.

Voice communication services require audio compression
techniques to reduce the bandwidth needs, but a maxi-
mum voice quality must be guaranteed. For that reason,
one of the most advanced voice codecs (Speex) was se-
lected. This codec has the advantage of being open
source, so it is free of patents and allows improving and
adapting it to our needs [11].

Speex was created especially for encoding voice, for
which there was no suitable open source tool available.
Unlike other codecs, Speex is not designed to work with
circuit switched protocols (typical on fixed and GSM te-
lephony), but for packet networks and VoIP applications.
This means that it is robust against packet loss, but not
against corrupted packets, based on the assumption that,
with VoIP, packets either arrive unaltered or do not arrive.

The Speex codec, which is based on the CELP algorithm,
is designed to be very flexible and allows setting a large
range of voice quality and bit-rate. This means that it is
not only capable of compressing low bandwidth voice (8
kHz telephone quality) but also large bandwidth voice at
16 kHz and 32 kHz samplings rates. As this codec is tar-
geted at a wide range of devices, it has low complexity
and uses very little memory [12].

In this work, the codec has been adapted and optimized
for being used in smartphones. A 16 kHz sampling rate
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has been chosen, since it gives a much better voice quality
than traditional 8 kHz with a moderate computational
cost. Moreover, it has been achieved a trade-off between
the rest of the codec configurable parameters to adjust
the voice quality respect to its computational cost on a
smartphone. The sound signal is divided into 20 ms frames
using 16 bit samples, what produces 640 bytes/frame be-
fore compression and becomes into 70 bytes/frame after
Speex compression.  

5. Sound scene spatialization based
on binaural techniques

5.1 Introduction
As commented in Section 2, the human auditory system
has the ability to locate sources in a sound scene by com-
bining the signals from both ears (binaural hearing). In
addition, it has also the ability to separate and unders-
tand different sound sources when they speak at the
same time or interrupt each other (Cocktail Party Effect).
This section describes the binaural sound synthesis stage
that has been implemented in the application in order to
improve important aspects such as intelligibility, immunity
to interference and speech understanding.

Smartphones and tablets usually feature a stereo audio
output. Moreover, they have great processing capabili-
ties to work with digital audio algorithms, so it is possible
to incorporate spatial sound to mobile devices with the
aim of taking advantage of our natural ability to focus
our listening in one spatial direction.

Traditional stereo systems are able to place a sound at a
point between left and right loudspeakers, using a simple
panning algorithm that applies a different gain to each
channel. However this basic spatial sensation is far from
a real acoustic experience and does not provide a high
degree of immersion.

5.2 Binaural Sound
Binaural sound spatialization systems try to simulate vir-
tually the human hearing function by using the same me-
chanisms employed by the auditory system. Headphone
reproduction helps to recreate a sound pressure in the
inner ear similar to that of an equivalent real situation.
This makes it possible to discern the direction of sound
sources from the relative differences in the sound recei-
ved by the two ears.

One of the basic binaural processing mechanisms involves
the comparison between the time of arrival of the sound
to the left and right ears. This difference is commonly
known as Interaural Time Difference (ITD). If we assume
that the average distance between human ears is about
18 cm, the ITD has a maximum value of about ±0.75 ms. 

Another consequence of the presence of the head is that
higher frequencies are attenuated or shadowed by the
head as they reach the contralateral ear. This attenuation

produces an Interaural Level Difference (ILD) which also
plays a major role in lateral localization, especially at high
frequencies. The ITD and ILD are considered to be the pri-
mary cues for the perceived azimuth angle of a sound
source, as proposed by Rayleigh in what is known as the
“Duplex theory” [13].

These effects and others are considered by the Head-Re-
lated Transfer Function (HRTF), which is the transfer func-
tion between the sound pressure that is present at the
center of the listeners head when the listener is absent
and the sound pressure developed at the listener’s ear.
The HRTF is a function of direction, distance and fre-
quency. The inverse Fourier transform of the HRTF is the
Head-Related Impulse Response (HRIR), which is a func-
tion of direction, distance, and time.

Each voice coming from each speaker in the conference is
a mono sound and it will be considered as a point source.
Using the touch interface as explained in Section 3.1, the
user can place each speaker at any position in the room. In
order to synthesize binaural sound from point sources,
HRTF filtering can be employed. Depending on the direc-
tion of arrival (i.e. the angle that the point source conforms
with the listener) the signal is filtered in time domain with
the corresponding values of the HRIR for this direction for
the left and right ears as shown in Equation (1).

[1]

where L[n] is the signal for the left ear, R[n] for the rigth
ear, s(n) is the speaker’s voice and HRIR is the particulari-
zacion of the HRIR for the arrival direction (�,� ), as seen
in Figure 3.

5.3 Efficient implementation for mobile devices
In practice, HRIR functions have a length between 128
and 512 samples. Convolving each mono signal with the
two HRIR implies a significative computational cost. Des-
pite these convolutions can be performed in the fre-
quency domain by using FFT multiplication (using
overlap-add or overlap-save algorithms) in an efficient
way, this process still has a significative cost.

Although today’s smartphones have enough power to
carry out these filtering algorithms in real time (we chec-
ked this fact during the work development), a high per-
centage of the computational resources have to be
employed on this processing stage. As a result, this issue
leaves fewer resources for other tasks in the device. Mo-
reover, the most important factor in mobile application
design is battery life: if there is an intensive use of the
arithmetic computation resources, the microprocessor
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The speech processing stage is based on two technolo-
gies: high-quality voice codecs and binaural audio spa-
tialization.



will need more electrical power and the battery that sup-
plies that power will get empty much faster.

Therefore, an efficient implementation of the HRTF has
taken into consideration in this work. In order to highly
simplify the computational cost, a rough approximation
of the HRTF has been implemented though giving up a
good enough synthesis. First, we considered the fact that
the complex frequency pattern that the HRTF presents at
high frequencies (over 5 kHz) can be neglected without
significant consequences if the sources are assumed to
be located on the horizontal plane. In fact, it is well
known that the complex shape of the HRTF over 5 kHz
caused by the ear ring plays only a major role in the lo-
calization of elevated sources.

Neglecting the effect of the pinna, the ILD is practically
reduced to the diffraction effect of the head. This effect
is much less complex in frequency and can be modeled
by low order IIR filters matching this response. Although
head sizes and shapes vary from one person to another,
their effect is less important than that of the pinna, allo-
wing for the implementation of a (almost) listener inde-
pendent spatial audio system. 

The implementation of the HRTF has been splitted into
two parts. First, the ILD has been implemented by means
of two IIR filters. Second, the ITD is achieved by adding a
time delay between the left and right ear signals. This
model has already been used successfully in other works
[14].

The design of the ILD IIR filters has been done by follo-
wing a procedure similar to that of [15], where the au-
thors obtained a standard HRTF model by averaging the
responses from a database of real HRTF responses. Using
the averaged response, a 6-th order parametric IIR filter
has been adjusted for each azimuth direction. The para-
meters of this filter are linked to the direction through a
simple polynomial approximation. The details of this im-
plementation are out of the scope of this paper.

The ITD delay between the two ears depends also on the
direction and can be simplified as in Equation (2):

[2]

where � is the azimut angle of arrival as shown in Figure
3, c is the speed of sound and r is the head radius. 

Note that this delay usually implies a fractional delay, which
can be modeled efficiently using FIR or IIR filters. For our
ITD model, an 8-th order IIR filter provides enough accu-
racy and an almost flat frequency response. However,
going further, we analysed the effect of just having an in-
teger delay versus having a fractional one. Using an integer
delay and fade-in/fade-out mixes between time windows
when sources are in movement, the difference between
fractional and integer delays is almost imperceptible for

most people and the spatial sensation is not degraded.

Therefore, in the final implementation we decided to use

integer delays to make a better use of the computational

resources. The details and a rigorous explanation of the

subjective testing carried out to arrive to the above con-

clusions are also beyond the scope of this paper.

6. Transmission protocols design

In this work, proprietary transmission protocols have

been designed to suit the needs of this particular con-

ference call service. As explained before, we work over

IP Internet protocol because it is not feasible to modify

phone call protocols. We must distinguish two kinds of

signals: the audio (voice) and the service management

messages. For each of them we have developed a spe-

cific protocol that minimizes the required bandwidth.

6.1. Voice stream
The audio stream consists of compressed voice packets

that must be sent between the terminals and the server.

For transmitting these packets the UDP transport layer

protocol has been chosen, the most suitable one for

streaming real time audio. This protocol does not re-

quire establishing a point to point connection, is more

agile and has less data overhead than TCP. The UDP pro-

tocol does not guarantee that the packets arrive to their

destination, but the speed it provides is preferable for

real time audio, because if a packet is lost it is not for-

warded later. In addition, the Speex codec is ready (du-

ring the decoding stage) to estimate the correct signal

when a packet is lost.

For this service, a protocol has been designed where each

terminal sends over UDP its audio packets to the server,

which replicates this stream to each of the other partici-

pants in the virtual room.  A structure for the packets has

been created where just a very small header is added to

the audio compressed data, so the overhead is minimum.
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This header contains a user identifier for the multi-party
system and a sequence number (Fig. 4). In case the acti-
vity detector does not find voice in a frame, the terminal
will send only the header, with no audio data. As a result,
the receivers maintain synchronization with little band-
width use. Each voice stream produced by a terminal uses
a bandwidth between 2.4 kbps and 30.4 kbps, depen-
ding on the voice activity.

Figure 4. Audio packet structure.

6.2. Signaling messages
To manage the service, it is needed that terminals and ser-
ver exchange messages to allow actions such as logging
in, sending user’s contacts, inviting to a conversation or
sending customization pictures. These messages are short
and require very little bandwidth, but losing any of these
management packets is not acceptable. In addition, there
should be a point to point connection between server and
terminals to monitor the activity of each terminal.

For these reasons, signaling in this system works over TCP
transport layer. A protocol based on the exchange of two
kinds of messages, commands and raw data, has been
designed. Signaling packets start with a flag indicating
the type of message. In the case of containing a com-
mand, it is followed by the auxiliary information neces-
sary. In the case of sending a file, it is divided into multiple
packets of raw data. Figure 5 shows an example of sig-
naling where the User 1 invites the User 2 to his room
and later the User 3 asks permission to User 1 (the room’s
owner) for joining that room.

Figure 5. Example of signaling to start a 3-participants
multi-party conference. The number inside each color cir-
cle identify each different user.

7. Server and mobile devices 
implementation

The system has a client-server architecture where clients
are the mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) and a
PC has been used as a server (Fig. 6). 

Figure 6. Client-server architecture.

The server has been programmed to perform the follo-
wing functions at the lowest possible computational cost,
thinking of future scalability issues:

-  To manage the user’s connection to the server, pro-
viding the information and status of their contacts.
-  To manage conference invitations and participants
in each room.
-  To distribute the voice signal from each participant
to rest in a room.
-  To collect statistical data to analyze the strengths
and weaknesses of the service.

The most important functions performed in the mobile
devices are:

- Allow the user to log in, customize his room and
ask for a conference to his contacts in a fast and in-
tuitive way, so no previous training is needed.
- To provide a visual and tactile interface for the vir-
tual room that allows each user to place the rest of
participants at any position of the scene in comforta-
ble way.
- To encode the voice signal captured by the micro-
phone and send it to the server at the same time that
decodes the signals of the rest of speakers received
from the server.
- To synthesize the spatial audio scene from the audio
data received and set the position of each participant.
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Proprietary transmission protocols have been designed
to suit the needs of this particular conference call ser-
vice. 



According to several market studies, such as Gartner’s
report [16], currently, the most interesting platforms to
implement and distribute applications are Android and
iOS. Thus, to capitalize on the efforts of this work, we
decided to implement this new service in these two plat-
forms. In the case of smartphones, the application has
been targeted to both iPhone and Android phones. In
the case of tablets, we have chosen the iPad since it is
the dominant tablet in the market by now.

The iOS operative system was created by Apple for the
iPhone in 2007. In 2008 it launched the App Store,
where any developer or company can sell their appli-
cations for iOS (after the approval of Apple). Applica-
tions are developed by means of their own SDK, being
the programming language Objective-C [17]. This ope-
rative system is not open, in the sense that only Apple
devices can use it, but has the advantage of being also
used in other Apple devices as the iPod Touch or the
iPad tablet.

Android is the biggest rival of iOS. It was released in 2008
by Google as an open operative system that can be used
by different smartphone manufacturers. Nowadays An-
droid is the platform with greater worldwide presence in
smartphones. Google owns the Google Play store where
third-party applications can be published, developing
them through the provided SDK with Java as the main
programming language [18]. The advantage of being
used by very different devices sometimes becomes a di-
sadvantage since it is difficult for the applications to fit
perfectly on all models.

As for the graphical user interface, we aimed at achieving
a trade-off in both platforms, sharing the same use phi-
losophy but also respecting the differences to which users
are used to. For this part of the application, high level li-
braries from each platform SDK have been used. Figures
7, 8 and 9 show the most important screens developed
within the application. When programming all the audio
processing, native C has been used for maximum perfor-
mance in real time without involving the upper SDK la-
yers that could slow down the processing.

Figure 7. User’s contacts screen.

Figure 8. Virtual room screen.

Figure 9. User’s profile and customization screen.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, the development of an innovative multi-
party conferencing system with 3D audio for mobile de-
vices (smartphones and tablets) has been described. It
can be very useful not only for business meetings but also
for home and casual users.  The system is based on a
novel union of four existing technologies:

- Voice over IP on mobile devices.
- Multi-party conference services.
- Realistic 3D audio techniques based on binaural
sound.
- Graphical interfaces over touch screen in mobile de-
vices.

The combination of the above technologies substantially
improves the intelligibility and identification of the spea-
kers taking part in a multi-party mobile conference. In
this context, an intensive research and development work
has been carried out to optimize and adapt these tech-
niques to run efficiently over a wide range of devices with
limited resources and battery life. 

The developed system has been extensively tested to ve-
rify that it meets the initial objectives in terms of robus-
tness, usability and listening experience. The preliminary
results show that the implemented protocols, despite
being very simple, are very efficient and provide the ap-
plication with a reliable data flow that rarely blocks the
communication.
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The user of this new service has the sense of being surroun-
ded by other participants within a virtual room and expe-
riences a more natural and realistic communication
environment than that offered by other conventional ser-
vices. 

Future work will be aimed at scaling this experimental
service to support a large number of users, adding more
customization options and incorporating other spatial
audio features, such as the use of a low cost head trac-
king [19] to adapt the perceived location of the partici-
pants dynamically. 
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